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The 'wild geese'
J A Weaver, P Froggatt
PROLOGUE
On 3 October 1691 the Treaty of Limerick was signed by William III's
commander in the field (Ginkle) and the Lords Justices, and Patrick Sarsfield,
James II's Lieutenant. It provided for the transport to France of any Jacobite
forces who wished to go, in all some 1 1,000 officers and men, including Sarsfield
who followed on 22 December. These, and later recruits from the sons ofthe old
Irish nation, were the 'wild geese', ever hopeful of returning but destined for
permanent exile and whose professional talents were placed with great effect at
the service of their adopted countries. This chapter in Irish history made us think
of 'wild geese' in our own profession. There have been many, partly because
Ireland has for long produced more doctors that it can employ; others, however,
have left from choice to take advantage of medical global opportunities. Some
became eminent; some were to be found among the moderately or even the least
successful. This paper deals with members of the first group.
It is imposible to list all these worthies; some choice must be made and ours is
eclectic, though all are Queen's graduates in medicine and all have passed on.
Many could be called but few can be chosen. We have in best medical style
adopted a classification, though a crude one. The first group includes doctors
who reached eminence mainly through imperial service a common vocation
for many Irishmen of their time; the second, those whose fame rests mainly
on their science and academic distinction; and the third, contemporaries of
precocious achievement and high promise in any branch of medicine whose
untimely death robbed them of fulfilment. A fourth group, namely those happily
still with us, could have been added but necessary choice here would have been
invidious.
The biographical sketches are nothing more than detailed vignettes but we have
done our best to preserve balance and accuracy. Some warrant far fuller
treatment which we hope they will some day get. The bibliography for each is
confined to crucial references: Sinton and Smyth, for example, each wrote over
200 articles, and McCarrison nearly as many as well as nine books, so it could be
nothing else!
Finally, for coherence of narrative we refer simply just to 'Queen's', to embrace
Queen's College Belfast (1849-1909) and Queen's University Belfast (from
1909). Between 1849 and 1881 Queen's graduates were those of the Queen's
University in Ireland ofwhich Queen's College Belfast, with sister colleges at Cork
and Galway, were constituent colleges, but from 1882 - 1909 such graduates
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were of the Royal University of Ireland, and from 1910 of Queen's University
Belfast. It should be noted that, in medicine, a number of Queen's College
Belfast students between 1881 and 1908 did not qualify at the ill-fated RUI,
but, by choice, through non-university licensing bodies and this has further
reduced our choice.
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SirJohn Megaw, KCIE, DSc (h.c.), MB
(1874-1958).
John Wallace Dick Megaw was born at
Ballyboyland on 8 February 1874, son of
a prominent north Antrim farmer (John
Megaw, JP), who had played a leading
part in various civil campaigns associated
with tenant rights. He attended Inst and
Queen's Belfast, graduating BA in 1895
and MB with first-class honours in 1899,
afteraprize-studded studentcareer: these
were the last degrees he took by examin -
ation being doubtful of the value of the
time spent in their acquisition! He entered
the Indian Medical Service (IMS) in 1900,
saw action in China, but in 1903 trans-
ferred to the civil side as a district medical
officer in Bengal and laterbecame resident
medical officer at the Medical College
Hospital at Calcutta where he started his
long association with Leonard (later Sir
Leonard) Rogers. This initiated him into
research when thev tonether studied the
effects of hypertonic intravenous saline in cholera1 and the connection between
epidemic dropsy and beri-beri, into authorship (their joint book was Tropical
Medicine),2 and in 1921 led him to be Professor of Pathology and Director of the
new Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, a product of Rogers's
success in persuasion among the moneyed merchant princes of the city, and
ultimately to retirement posts in London.
Megaw started to publish medical observations in 1905,3 and he furthered his
interests by studying bacteriology and pathology during furloughs in Europe. In
1917 he was appointed Professor of Pathology and one (of three) clinical
physicians to the King George V Medical College at the University of Lucknow,
and that same year became its Principal. His interests had widened to include
dengue and sandfly fever and, when bitten by an insect while on hoiday in the
Kumaon Hills, he recorded his illness (of fever and petechial rash) as tick typhus
and his paper was the starting-point of modern work in Asia on the rickettsial
diseases.4'5 During the 1920s he took wider responsibilities, though retaining his
post at Lucknow, but in 1928 resigned to become Inspector-General of Civil
Hospitals in the Punjab (1928 - 29), then Surgeon-General with the government
of Madras (1929-30) with the rank of major-general, and in 1930 Director-
General of the IMS. He returned to London in 1933 and succeeded his mentor,
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Rogers, as medical adviser to the Secretary of State for India and as president of
the India Office medical board and held also a part-time lectureship atthe London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, finally retiring in 1939 aged 65.
Queen's awarded him the DSc (honoris causa) in 1934 and he was Honorary
Physician to the King (1930 - 34) and a Commandant de l'Ordre de Leopold II.
Megaw's interests covered administration, environmental health improvement,
the diseases of India, and editorship: he edited the Indian Medical Gazette
(1921 - 29) and in retirement reviewed papers for the Tropical Diseases Bulletin
until the year before his death, and the Bulletin of War Medicine. He was highly
regarded, especially in India, was a generous humanitarian, inspired harmony,
and prepared Indian nationals for higher responsibility. To the end he retained
many of his dissenters' principles and views: 'He heartily disliked pomp and
protocol and could never be induced to be photographed in full-dress uniform.
Fully sympathising with constitutional advance in India he constantly emphasised
the urgent need to train our Indian successors',6 and was not afraid to promulgate
neo-Malthusian views. He died as an active manager of his retirement farm at
Hawkhurst in Kenton 24 October 1958. In 1912 he married Helen Esmee Ward:
there were no children.7 Dr Robin McElderry and Dr William Ramsay are among
his medical relatives.
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Sir Robert McCarrison, KB, CIE, MA
(Oxon), MD (QUB), DSc (QUB), LLD
(h.c. QUB), FRCP, MD (RUI).
(1878-1960).
Robert McCarrison was born on 15
March 1878, the second son of Robert
McCarrison of Lisburn, and was brought
up in an atmosphere of strict evangelical
piety and remained a regularchurchgoer
all his life. He studied at Queen's, then
gained his clinical experience at the
Richmond Hospital in Dublin and grad-
uated MB (RUI) with first-class honours
in 1900. Unlike Megaw, McCarrison
considered further qualifications worth
the time and he proceeded MD, MRCP,
in 1909 (FRCP in 1914) and DSc in
1915. He joined the IMS in 1901 and
'on my twenty-third birthday, fresh from
the medical schools and but a child in
knowledge' 8 sailed for India. His first
posting was in the remote and desolate,
but strategic and romantic regions of Chitral and Gilgit at the extreme north-
western boundary ofthe then Indian Empire, first as regimental medical officer to
a small garrison of Indian troops (1902 -4), and then as the Gilgit Agency
Surgeon (1904 - 1 1). 'To the north are the Pamirs, with the source of the Oxus;
to the west, Chitral; to the east Baltistan and western Tibet; to the south the great
Himalayan range and the passes to Kashmir'.8 Confining the rugged beauty to
lyrical prose, he started investigative work into what was to be the first ofthe five
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research topics which occupied his life (fever, goitre and cretinism, deficiency
diseases, renal calculus, and human diets) and which formed the bulk of his nine
books and 159 articles and other publications.9 'Fever' in this case was enteric
fever'0 and in the famed description of 'the three-day fever of Chitral'1' he was
the first to attribute the sand-fly as vector, which was confirmed by Doerrl2
in 1908. But soon his interest turned to endemic goitre and, until joined by
deficiency disease in 1919,13 diet in 1921 14 and stone in 1927,15 it was to be his
exclusive line of research.
In 1911 McCarrison left Gilgit with the Kaiser-i-Hind gold medal (first class) for
public medical services and in 1912 was posted to Kasauli in the outer Himalayas
(1912 - 14), and then on active service to a large Indian general hospital in
Egypt. His health, however, broke down and he was transferred to England to
take charge of the Malaria Investigation Hospital, but 1918 found him in the
Pasteur Institute of Southern India at Coonoor in the Nilgiris or Blue Mountains
with only an empty room and an untrained assistant. When he resigned the
directorship, on retirement in 1935, he had built it into the famed Nutrition
Research Laboratories, the leading such unit in the Far East. But he paid a price:
in 1920 his health again broke down and he spent a period in Sherrington's
laboratory accompanied by his Sikh factotum, Mula Singh, who studied histology
at McCarrison's expense. On his return he found his unit suspended on the
ground of economy and this forced his resignation in 1923; a still empty room
met him on his reappointment in 1925, and there was no firm funding until after
the visit in 1926 of the Royal Commission on Agriculture under Lord Linlithgow
(later to be Viceroy), who were deeply impressed. Indeed the first two research
posts - the Parlakimedi Research Fellowships - were funded from a lakh of
rupees (100,000 rupees, or £7,000), which the Rajah ofthat name, a memberof
the Commission, handed across the table to McCarrison!
McCarrison and his wife (Helen Stella, nee Johnston) settled in Oxford in 1935.
Honours continued: Honorary Physician to the King; the Arnold Flinker and
Julius Wagner-Jauregg Foundation Prize - the first ever to a foreigner; the
Arnott Memorial Gold Medal; the Silver Medal of the Royal Society of Arts;
the Stewart Prize of the BMA; the Cantor, Lloyd Roberts, Gabriele Howard,
Sanderson -Wells, Mellon, Mary Scott Newbold, Hanna, de Lamar, Mayo
Foundation, and Milroy lectures; Prix AmussatoftheParisAcademyofMedicine;
and much more besides. In 1945 - 55 he was director ofpostgraduate education
at Oxford having been regional adviser to the Emergency Medical Service. He
was a man of stern self-discipline, self-reliant, and at times aloof, but kind and
courteous, and, like Megaw, had a great love for India which was reciprocated; a
fine orator, and a man of commanding presence and fine good looks which were
caught in bust by Kathleen Scott, widow of Captain Scott, RN, who married Lord
Kennet in 1922. His working text at Coonoor Nutrition Research Laboratories
was: 'Hearken diligently unto me and eat ye that which is good' (Isaiah, LV, 2),
and until advanced age he was a church warden at St Andrew's Parish Church in
Oxford. He died in his sleep at his home in Linton Road, Oxford, on 18 May
1960.16,17
In memoriam, 'RP' wrote in the Lancet: 'His work on nutrition ranks with that of
Ross, Christophers, and Sinton on malaria, of Rogers on cholera, and of Megaw
on typhus'. McCarrison, Sinton and Megaw were all Queen's men.
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Sir William MacArthur, KCB, DSO,
OBE, MD, DSc (h.c. QUB and Oxon),
FRCP, FRCPI, DPH, DTM&H.
(1884-1964)
William Porter MacArthur was born at
Belmont on 1 1 March 1884, son of J P
MacArthur, whowasprominent in Belfast
and who had strong affinities with the
Scottish highlands, the provenanceofhis
forebears, which his son inherited, and
ofMargaret (nee Baird). After graduating
MB (RUI) in 1908, MacArthur took a
house post at RVH before joining the
RAMC in 1909. He took the MD (QUB)
and MRCPI in 1911 (FRCPI 1913) and
was posted to Mauritius where he was
twice blessed, first in meeting Eugenie
Therese Antelme whom he married
in 1914, and second, as a specialist
'sanitary officer', in early beginning the
study of tropical diseases which became
an important part of his remarkably
varied life's work.18-20 Returning from
service in France in 1918 with a DSO
(1916), he was appointed Commandant of the Army School of Hygiene, which
he had helped to establish, was awarded the OBE (Military Division) in 1919, and
became Professor of Tropical Medicine at the Royal Army Medical College,
Millbank 1922 - 1929, and again in 1932 - 1934, and, with further promotion,
in 1935 Commandant and Director ofStudies while, from 1929 to 1934, he was
Consultant Physician to the British Army. In 1934 he became Deputy Director-
General of the Army Medical Service and in 1938 Director-General with the rank
of Lieutenant-General, and was appointed CB and KCB in 1939. He was elected
FRCP in 1937.
MacArthur retired in 1941 aged 57. But retirementdid not mean inaction: indeed
it was a rebirth, since he could now return to teaching and historical scholarship
from his administrative duties, which he had found uncongenial. He became
university clinical lecturer in tropical medicine and additional member of the
Faculty of Medicine at Oxford and associated himself also with the affairs of the
Royal Society ofTropical Medicine and Hygiene as editor of its Transactions, and
President 1959-61. From 1951 he was also advisory editor of the British
Medical Bulletin as well as being variously an examiner to the Universities of
Cambridge, London and Liverpool, the Royal College ofSurgeons, and referee in
tropical medicine at London University. These, however, were merely bases from
which he forayed frequently and memorably into, most notably, the classic
descriptions and reinterpretations of infectious disease epidemics from the
plague of Athens (430 BC) in Thucydides' description21 through malaria and
mediaeval fevers in England and Ireland,22 23 and syphilis (or not, as he argued)
in the returning seamen of Christopher Columbus to spread the disease among
the troops of Charles besieging Naples in 1495 as is usually taught.24 His
brilliant contribution on the medical history of the Irish famine after 30 years is
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unsuperseded, a contribution owing as much to his scrupulous scholarship and
mastery of the Irish language as to his incomparable knowledge of the diseases
concerned.25 In 1952 he first published his researches on the Appin murder,26 27
long a mystery in Scottish highland history but which he helped to clarify, though
not solve, from the unresearched depositions ('precognitions') ofthe witnesses in
which again his knowledge of the Gaelic and its dialects was invaluable; while
the year before he died his unrivalled scholarship in the history of mediaeval
pestilences was fully acknowledged by Bonser who even published an article by
MacArthur28 as an appendix in the original draft of his authoritative book.29
But it is as a lecturer that he will be best remembered; indeed his talks were
unforgettable. Delivered in beautifully constructed, rhythmic yet precise prose
and with a clear enunciation, they were masterpieces of narrative and were
delivered entirely without notes whether to small groups of students or to large
audiences in public lectures; and, what is more were, on repeat, verbatim. This
could lead to problems. Professor L C Witts has written: 'Sir William MacArthur,
who was a superb orator, had this gift of memory [total recall]. He had given three
lectures in Canada and was asked to give a fourth and .... it was suggested that
he should repeat a previous lecture which had been published. He read the
journal to refresh his memory and when he spoke he found that both the original
manuscript and the journal pages appeared in his mind, jostling and competing
with each other'. Belfast audiences have, since 1950, heard him on smallpox,
syphilis, the diseases of the Irish famine, and the Appin murder. Understandably
he was in demand worldwide as a public lecturer, and he was Thomas Vicary
Lecturer at RCS in 1931, Chadwick Lecturer in 1935, gave the opening oration
at the Welsh National School of Medicine in 1938, and at home was Campbell
Orator in 1953,30 but these were only the tip of a large iceberg.31' 32
MacArthur died at Oxford on 30 July 1964. One of his sons researches in Irish
history from his County Donegal home.
'.,... .. .-..s..
John AlexanderSinton, VC, OBE, MD
(h.c. Q(UB), DSc, FRS (1884- 1956).
John Sinton, the only holder of the
Victoria Cross who was also a Fellow of
the Royal Society, was born of Ulster
parents (Walter Lyon Sinton and Isabella
Mary, nee Pringle) on 2 December 1884
in British Columbia, the third of seven
children. The family returned to Belfast
in 1890 and Sinton attended Nicholson
Memorial School, Lisburn, and the
Faculty of Arts at Queen's College in
1902 as an exhibitioner. After a year he
transferred to medicine and graduated
MB (RUI) with first class honours in
1908 in medicine and midwifery, and
second class honours in surgery though
taking first place, as he had done in
every examination. He held house
appointments in the RVH and then was
Riddell demonstrator in pathology and
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bacteriology and clinical pathologist to the Benn and Mater Hospitals during
which time he published one article33 and took the DPH (Belfast and Cambridge
1910), and in 1911 DTM (Liverpool) and on 24 July the competitive entrance
examination to the IMS. In all these examinations he was again placed first. On
29 July he was gazetted Lieutenant IMS and was seconded to Liverpool (1911 -
1912), where, aided by a grant from Queen's, he started research into human
parasites 34 which was to become, as regards malaria, his life's work. In 1912 he
was posted as Medical Officer to the 31st (later 13th) Duke of Connaught's Own
(Bengal) Lancers and at outbreak of World War I he was acting as Civil Surgeon,
Kohat, in the North-West Frontier Province where, typically, he was collecting
material for a further series of papers35 some of which would be published
later. In October 1915 he was posted to the Indian Expeditionary Force D
(Mesopotamia) as regimental medical officer to the 37 Dogra Regiment which
sailed from Karachi in December.
The campaign in which Sinton earned his VC culminated in a major battle 100
miles south of Baghdad early in 1916. The Indian regiments suffered heavily,
attacking the Turkish positions astride the Tigris at Shaikh Saad, and Sinton,
though shot in both arms and side, remained on duty tending the wounded under
heavy fire on the several days of battle, his citation (gazetted 20 June 1916)
reading: 'For most conspicious bravery and devotion to duty. Although shot
through both arms and through the side, he refused to go to hospital, and
remained, as long as daylight lasted, attending to his duties under very heavy fire.
In three previous actions Capt. Sinton displayed the utmost bravery'. He was also
mentioned in despatches four times and awarded the (Russian) Order of St
George. He was invalided to India later in 1916 and had several postings in the
north-west where he again saw action and was twice mentioned in despatches,
was appointed OBE (Military Division), and awarded the Indian General Service
ribbon with three clasps. In 1919 Queen's made him MD (honoris causa) in
recognition of 'his early academic distinctions and his valour in the field'. In 1921
he joined the Civil Branch after home leave and was taken onto the staff of the
Medical Research Department at the Pasteur Institute, Kesauli, near Simla, on
8 February, and on 20 July transferred to take charge of the so-called 'quinine
and malaria enquiry' (financed by the Research Fund Association of India), also
at Kesauli where he remained as Director, under its various changes of title, until
he retired in 1936. It was here that his great work on malaria and kala-azar was
conducted, which earned him the distinction of FRS in 1946.
Sinton returned to England in 1936 with the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, a totally
inadequate recognition of his work and prowess which was attributable to his
comparatively late age of entry to the IMS (26) and a forthrightness of attitude
which did not court favour. He became Manson Fellow at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Adviser to the Ministry of Health, and researcher
at the Horton Malaria Laboratory, Epsom. In 1939 he was recalled to duty and
commanded a hospital in India but in 1940 was retired, joined the Home Guard
as a private, was rescued by the War Office, and for the rest of the war was a
peripatetic adviseron malaria control with the rankofBrigadier. In 1945 hefinally
retired to a remote holding near Cookstown, turned his back on the IMS and army
(though not on research), and entered a new career of civil duty: Pro-Chancellor
of Queen's, Honorary Colonel of Queen's OTC, High Sheriff (1953) and Deputy
Lieutenant (1954) for Tyrone, and much more besides. He died on 25 March
1956 and was buried with full military honours among the mountains near
Cookstown.
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By any standards, Sinton was remarkable: physically, morally and intellectually
courageous he had many ofthe characteristics ofthe martinet but he was in fact a
disciplined intellectual, warm-hearted if exacting, a rigorous scientist and a
glutton for work. He wrote over 200 scientific papers - bound chronologically in
12 volumes in the Thomson Room, QUB Medical Library - and ranks with the
great names of malariology, an interest which inspired his first paper on the
subject in 1921,36 while the last which he wrote, received in August 1955 just
seven months before his death, was on the same topic.37 Honours were showered
on him: malaria agencies and bodies vied with each other to bestow awards and
he was also Campbell Orator (1946),38 Arnott medallist (1917), Chalmers
medallist (1929), Bissett-Hawkins medallist (1944), Mary Kingsley medallist
(1949), and Anti-Gambia memorial medallist of Egypt (1950). He received the
DSc from Queen's in 1927 for his work on Phlebotomus.39 On 21 June 1956 the
Manson Medal of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene was
awarded posthumously and accepted by his widow;40 also that day the Laveran
Gold Medal was presented to Professor Leonard Rogers, FRS, the mentor of Dick
Megaw (q.v.). He was survived by his wife, Edith Seymour Stewart (nee Martin),
whom he had married on 19 September 1923, and a daughter (born 9 December
1924), married to a medical researcher in West Africa.41-43
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SirWilliam Tyrrell, KBE,DSO,
MC, LLD(h.c. QUB), MB, DPH
(1885 -1968)
William Tyrrell ('Billy' as he was
ubiquitously called) was born in
Belfast on 20 November 1885,
son of John Tyrrell of Belfast
and Bangor, was educated at
lnst, and enrolled at Queen's in
1903 finally graduating in 1913
after an undergraduate career
memorable alike for his prowess
as an athlete, swimmer and
rugby player and for his ener-
getic espousing of every good
cause and involvement in every
socrial artivitv 'which tended to
retard his conquest of the medical curriculum'.44 He gained international caps in
swimming and water-polo and representative honours on the track, but it was as
a rugby forward and captain of the Queen's University side that he is best
remembered, gaining nine full caps (v France 1910, and all countries in 1913
and 1914) and being a member of Dr Tom Smyth's XV which toured South
Africa in 1910. No one in Queen's and few in many Belfast circles did not know
and like the popular and warm-hearted Billy Tyrrell.
After graduating Tyrrell sought a commission in the RAMC but was rejected
because of a slight refraction error and was consigned to the special reserve,
while he held a house-post at the RVH and was Assistant Medical Officer of
Health for Belfast. He was incorporated into the full RAMC at the outbreak of
World War I and his vigour and innate ability found scope as Regimental Medical
Officer with the 2nd Lancashire Fusiliers, DADMS of the VIII Corps of the BEF,
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OC the 7th Field Ambulance, and finally OC the RAMC School of Instruction. His
courage earned him the DSO and bar, the MC, the Belgian Croix de Guerre, and
he was no less than six times mentioned in despatches. Like his compatriot and
fellow rugby international of the later war, Blair Mayne (DSO and three bars), he
was perhaps unfortunate notto have been awarded a VC. At war's end he became
Principal Medical Officer in the newly formed (April 1918) RAF with the army of
occupation, then served with the Zexpedition in Somaliland, and in 1920 became
permanent inthe RAF. Hispostings included Basrah, Palestine, Iraqand Cranwell,
and in 1935, now Group-Captain, he was appointed Principal Medical Officer of
Training and Technical Training Commands and promoted Air-Commodore,
being gazetted Air Vice-Marshal in 1939. He retired in 1944 and for the next
three years was Director of Medical Services of BOAC. He obtained the DPH in
1922, was appointed CBE in 1942, KBE in 1944; was honorary surgeon to the
King 1939- 1943, and was conferred with the LLD (honoris causa) by Queen's
in 1947. In 1929 he married Barbara Colclough of Romsey, Hants, and had two
sons and a daughter. He died on 29 April 1968 after a long illness.45
Unlike McCarrison, MacArthur, Sinton and Megaw, who also reached high rank,
Tyrrell was neither intellectual nor academic: he was a vigorous man of action,
not tall but of outstanding physique, and a leader, rugged and determined but
good-natured and approachable, and of great personal charm; warm-hearted, he
made fast friends - all of which qualities made him a successful administrator.
A P Foster, former headmaster of Belfast Royal Academy and a team member
with Tyrrell of four Irish rugby teams, has summed him up: 'For ten years he
impressed his personality on Queen's. In any student activity, whether it was a
fete to raise money for the Union, a students' night at the Opera House or a
protest against Christian Science, he was the life and soul ofthe occasion .... He
had many gifts, but one of these surpassed all the rest, the gift of making and
keeping friends. If you were his friend, you were his friend for life'.
LB
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Hugh Gault Calwell, BA, MD, DSc (h.c.
QUB), DTM&H (1901 - 1986).
Hugh Calwell was born on 13 December 1901
in Duncairn Gardens, where his father William
Calwell (who practised in York Street) was
one of the Calwell medical dynasty of South
Antrim where their forebears had farmed.
Hugh attended Inst where he showed a
remarkable linguistic and literary ability and
proclivity, and it was as a multiple prizeman
in classics, modern languages and English
literature, including the entrance and Porter
scholarships and the Drennan exhibition, and
as head of schnn[l that hp entered Qiiupn'sq to
read classics in 1920. He graduated BA in 1924 with first class honours, having
been, amongst other things, President of the Students' Union Society with an
ex-officio seat on the Queen's governing body, the Senate. The Calwell medical
diathesis now surfaced and he transferred to read medicine, thereby following his
great-uncle, his father, his three uncles, his aunt, his two sisters and a brother -
a diathesis which his two sons and other later Calwells and collaterals were to
inherit. In 1929 his career was decided: 'Some time during my final yearSir John
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Megaw [q.v.], Director-General of the IMS, visited Queen's and addressed
Professor Andrew Fullerton's class. He painted such an attractive picture of his
service that I spoke with him later about it. Before sending my application to the
India Office I chanced to meet the late Dr Peter Clearkin [later medical secretary,
FacultyofMedicine, QUB] who wason leave from Tanganyika. Hesuggested that
I would have a better career in the Colonial Medical Service'.46 And so it was, after
graduating MB withsecond class honoursin 1929 (Hamilton q.v. got first honours
that year) he joined that service and after secondment in London to take the
DTM & H he was posted to East Africa as a medical specialist in trypanosomiasis
where he found himself 'in Dar-es-Salaam . . . . as assistant bacteriologist in
Clearkin's laboratory. On the wall of his office was a brass plate commemorating
(in German) Robert Koch who had worked there on malaria in 1897-98 when
Tanganyika was a German colony'.46 This work led to scientific publications47
and to the MD (QUB) in 1935.48
At the outbreak of World War 11, Calwell was in charge of the trypanosomiasis
programme for the whole colony but he joined the King's African Rifles before
transfer to the East African Army Medical Corps and finally to the RAMC with the
rank of major. At war's end he retired from the service; after a year as a special
lecturer at the Liverpool School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, he re-settled
in Northern Ireland, taking up duties first as a physician with the Northern Ireland
Tuberculosis Authority and medical referee at the Ministry of Health. In 1952 he
became director of the BCG vaccination service and in 1959 physician-in-charge
of the yellow fever and BCG clinics in Belfast.
Calwell retired from active medicine in 1966 but not from creative work: his
medical knowledge, senseof history, local involvement (he was an active member
of several local historical societies), innate scholarship, and literary abilities
combined to produce a flow of important local medical historical works, including
a history of the Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick Children49 based on his MA
thesis 50 and his invaluable biography of Andrew Malcolm.51 But there were other
publications including his translation from the Latin of Vincentins Ketalaer's
Medical commentary on thrush in theNetherlands, and he was a natural successor
in 1978 to Sydney Allison as Honorary Archivist to the RVH, a post he occupied
with skill and enthusiasm until his death. It should be recorded that during his
incumbency his alertness saved from the dump the long missing minute books of
the Committee of Management of the Fever Hospital and General Dispensary for
1820-40, the crucial years after the move to Frederick Street. Queen's
conferred on him the DSc (honoris causa) in 1984. He died at home inWhitehead
on 28 February 1986 after a two-year illness bravely and philosophically borne.52
He had married a former student colleague, Margaret Earls, and had two sons
(both doctors) and a daughter, all of whom survived him.
Hugh Calwell was a scholar and a gentleman and a doctor of ability and high
principles. His work in Africa would not rank him with our other colonial 'wild
geese': his interests were scholarly rather than experimental or administrative and
he was too philosophical to pursue single-mindedly a defined goal. Small in
stature, shy in company, careless often in appearance, he did not immediately
impress until one confronted his intellect and then things were very different; but
his career abroad and the value of his contribution to Ulster medicine and local
history will grow in importance with the years.
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Sir William MacCormac, Bart, KCB, KCVO, MA, MD, MCh, DSc (h.c. RUI),
FRCS, FRCSI, MD and MCh (h.c. TCD) (1836-1901).
Sir William MacCormac was perhaps the most successful of our 'wild geese' but
atypical of the group since he found distinction close to home (in England). He
gets only this brief nod because he (and his father Henry MacCormac, MD) have
already been brilliantly portrayed by Sir Ian Fraser in this journal53 and in the
Thomas Vicary Lectureofthe RCS in October 1982.54Asan Irishman his greatest
achievement was tocapture the presidency ofthe English college (1896 - 1900),
the first Irishman to do so. His painting by Count Pierre Troublestoi hangs in
Lincoln's Inn Fields; that by Harris Brown is in the Great Hall of Queen's.
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Robert Foster Kennedy, MC, MD, DSc
(h.c. QUB), FRSEd. (1884- 1952).
Robert Foster Kennedy was born on
7 February 1884, the youngest of the
five children of William Archer Kennedy
and Hessie Dill, daughter of Robert Foster
Dill (1811 -1893), Professor of Midwifery
at Queen's College, Belfast, and City
Coroner, and of the same family as Sir
Samuel Dill, Professor of Greek at Queen's
(1890 - 1923), and Field-MarshalSirJohn
Dill, awartime Chiefofthe Imperial General
Staff. While a child he moved with his
parents to live in Czestochowa in Poland
where his father was manager of a linen
firm, but, on hismother's death from scarlet
fever atthe age of 34, the children returned
to Ulster where Kennedy stayed with his
maternal arandDarents at 3 Fisherwick
Place. When Dill died in 1893, the household moved to Bangor, sending
Kennedy in 1894 to board at the Royal School Dungannon where a cousin,
Robert Dill, was Headmaster. Kennedy entered Queen's in 1901, graduated in
1906 (RUI) already determined on a career in neurology, and that autumn,
having previously impressed both Sir James Purves-Stewart and Sir Victor
Horsley, he became resident medical officer at the National Hospital for Nervous
Diseases, Queen Square (then the National Hospital for the Paralysed and
Epileptic). Four years later, unable to find a suitable post in the British Isles, even
though that year elected FRS Edinburgh, he accepted the position of chief of
clinic atthe fledgling Neurological Institute in New York on the invitation ofone of
the founders, Pearce Bailey.
Kennedy soon made his mark in a city receptive to ability, independence, charm
and energy, and he had these in abundance. In September 1911, when only 27,
he published his first paper on what later became known as the Foster Kennedy
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syndrome,55 -57and he wasbecoming well-established when hejoined the RAMC
in April 1915. He served in France with the Harvard Surgical Unit General
Hospital No. 22, and with a field ambulance unit at the front where he won the
Military Cross and became Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur. Shortly after his
return toNew Yorkat Christmas 1918 hewaspromoted from Attending Physician
and Assistant Professor to succeed Charles Dana as Professor of Neurology at
Cornell and head of the neurological service at Bellevue Hospital. His career as
clinician, observer, and neurologist to the great and good blossomed: many
distinguished people from politics, the business world, and particularly the arts
(Kennedy in youth had contemplated a stage career) were his patients and often
his friends - he attended Churchill in December 1931 after WSC had been
knocked down by a taxi in New York and they corresponded thereafter. He made
frequent visits to Europe and throughout America and, despite the financial
problems of 1929 -30, he was an undisputed leader in neurology when in 1939
he was forcedthrough intermittent ill-health to moveto the wings ofthe stage. He
continued to write and practice (21 of his medical papers were published after his
illness, a massive nasal haemorrhage leading to tying of his right external carotid
artery), but in 1951 he became mortally ill with polyarteritis nodosa and in the
first days of 1952 entered his old ward at Bellevue as a patient and died there of
intestinal haemorrhage on 7 January 1952. He is buried at Pendleton Hill, Rhode
Island.
Kennedy, a former president of the American Neurological Society, was an able,
energetic, and remarkably perceptive clinical neurologist, and a man of fine good
looks, imposing presence andgreat stamina. He was also attracted to the exciting
whirl of the between -wars USA and was the friend and confidant of many
socialites and household names and one of the leading medical personalities in
the United States. He was a precocious observer: the first three of his over 100
scientific articles were written (with Gordon Holmes) when he was just 24,58-60
the first on thesyndrome which now bears his eponym when he was27,55 and he
madeimportant observations in other fields - on shell-shock during World War I
when barely 3061,62 and on encephalitis in the 1919 pandemic.63 He was
prominent in promulgating through his teachings and writings the best of British
neurology, disentangling it in America from psychiatry. In 1910 he took the MD
(QUB) by thesis with high commendation. In 1912 he married Isabel McCann of
the Belfast publican family and they had two daughters: one is Isabel, wife of Sir
John Butterfield, Regius Professor of Physic at Cambridge and Master of
Downing College. After divorce in 1938 he married a young medical student,
Katherine Caragol y San Abria and had a third daughter, Hessie. He returned
more than once to Belfast after World War11, and had conferred on him the DSc
(honoris causa) of Queen's in 1951, when he dined with the late R S Allison and
other colleagues: a lengthy note by Allison of the conversation is in the Vice-
Chancellor's files. In 1986 Lady Butterfield presented Queen's with her father's
consulting chair from Bellevue which had also been used in 3 Fisherwick Place by
hisgrandfather, R F Dill. Herbiographical sketch and editing of her father's letters
done withobjectivity yetfeeling is our best source64 to augment the obituaries in
the medical press.65,66 The FosterKennedysyndrome has been well discussed by
Massey and Schonberg.67
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Thomas Porter McMurray, CBE, MCh,
FRCS, FRCSEd. (1887- 1949).
McMurray was born in Belfast on 5 December
1887 one of four sons of Samuel McMurray,
headmaster of St Enoch's School, and of
Elizabeth, nee Boden. He was educated at
Belfast Royal Academy and entered Queen's
in 1905 graduating MB in 1910 when, it is
said, he was given £5 by his father with the
injunction 'You are onyour own now'. In 1911
he was appointed house surgeon (and later
tutor and surgical registrar) at the Royal
Southern Hospital, Liverpool, and at once
came under the influence and instruction of
Sir Robert Jones and thereafter decided to
specialise in orthopaedics. Though lacking a
further diploma, he was appointed Honorary
Orthopaedic Surgeon to the David Lewis
Northern HosDital in LiverDool in 1913 and
Honorary Surgeon to the Royal Liverpool Children's Hospital in 1914 just before
being commissioned in the RAMC. After a short time in France he was recalled to
work with his old chief, Robert Jones, at the (Military) Orthopaedic Centre at
Alder Hey, and also acted as inspector of orthopaedic hospitals in Ireland. In
1919 he obtained his MCh by thesis68 and was appointed orthopaedic surgeon
to the RLCH. He became lecturer in orthopaedic surgery at the University of
Liverpool in 1924, succeeded Robert Jones as director of orthopaedic studies in
1933 - the year he became orthopaedic consultant to the Lancashire County
Council - and became Foundation Professor in 1939. During World War 11 he
played a full role in the Emergency Medical Service and instruction in the surgery
of trauma and suffered professional loss in May 1941 when his rooms at 11
Nelson Street (which had been those of his mentors, Robert Jones and Hugh
Owen Thomas) were destroyed in the blitz. He was President of the British
Orthopaedic Association in 1940-41, President of the Liverpool Medical
Institution in 1948, and was President-Elect ofthe British Medical Association at
the time ofhis death. He tookthe FRCSEd in 1923, was elected FRCS England in
1948, and awarded the CBE in 1946. He retired in 1947 to Ystrad Cottage at
Denbigh, though he continued part-time work at the Northern Hospital and
operated there the day before his death. On 16 November 1949 while staying
with his married daughter in London, preparatory to visiting his son in South
Africa, he collapsed and died at Ealing Broadway station. His first wife, Dorothy,
nee Hill, daughter of Squire Hill of Jordanstown, whom he had married in 1915,
died in 1936 leaving a son and daughter. He married Winefred, nee Evershed,
from Brighton, in 1944.
McMurray ranks with Robert Jones, Hugh Owen Thomas and McCrae Aitken in
the quartet of great orthopaedic surgeons which made Liverpool the leading
British and an internationally rated unit. A superb diagnostician and operative
technician, he was conservative rather than innovative and his fame rests on his
inspiring example and teaching ability during the years he was the leader of the
Liverpool school. But there was a paradox: he was shy among students almost to
the point of being inarticulate, wrote little, rarely spoke at meetings and shunned
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publicity. His teaching method was didactic and-pragmatic - as Lord Cohen has
written 'it favoured the dogmatic, and [he] was somewhat impatient of the
Socratic'69- and he became an uncritical and uncompromising proselytiser of
the views and doctrines of H 0 Thomas, even to the point of opposing true
surgical advance. Despite this, he stood at the highest peak in his profession and
helped to train generations of orthopaedic surgeons who took their skills to all
corners of the world. When he did speak he could be wise if outspoken, because
there was no dissembling in his forthright character, and his bluntness could be
taken amiss, but there lurked beneath it all a sense of humour. No-one doubted
his pre-eminence, sincerity, transcendent skill, and total commitment to the
patients' good, and he was delightful and warm-hearted. Honours and praise
were received with modesty, even seeming disinterest, and although colleagues
remarked on the antimonies in his character, to those familiar with Ulster he was a
very recognisable type, almost a prototype in fact.69, 70
McMurray was a steady if unprolific writer (barely a dozen articles between
the wars) and is known eponymously only in orthopaedic circles mainly for
'McMurray's osteotomy'. He also wrote a short textbook.71 His epitaph is the skill
of his students and the postgraduate school of orthopaedics in Liverpool.72
I
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James Dixon Boyd, MA, MD, DSc,
FRCOG. (1907- 1968).
Dixon Boyd was born on 29 September
1907 in Brooklyn, New Jersey. His
father, also James Dixon Boyd, had left
his home, Straid Farm in Co Down, at
the age of 17 to emigrate to the United
States, selling his bicycle to buy his
ticket; his mother, Grace Helen Smythe,
was a third USA generation of Smythe
emigrants from Enniskillen living in
Brooklyn. In 1914 Boyd's mother died
of tuberculosis and the family lived
peripatetically with their travelling sales-
man father from boarding house to small
hoteluntil 1915 when Boyd attended the
Louisa M Alcott day school in Chicago
for most of a year and impressed all
with his high IQ. But mostly he read in
Carneaip lihraries until 191 7 when his
father returned to Larne and Boyd attended Larne Grammar School, then Inst,
before going up to Queen's in 1924 with an entrance scholarship. He took the
BSc (Anatomy) with first class honours in 1927, and the MB in 1930, again with
honours, and collected many prizes along the way including the Gold Medal in
Surgery and the Adami Medal. House appointments at the RVH followed, but in
1931 he became a demonstrator in the Department of Anatomy, proceeded to
MSc in 193273 and to MD (with gold medal) in 1934,74 the year he won a
Rockefeller Fellowship at the Carnegie Institution in Baltimore under G LStreeter.
In 1935 he was appointed Lecturer in Anatomy at Cambridge; in 1937 fellow of
Clare College (later Professorial Fellow) and in 1938, when barely 31, he was
appointed to the Chair of Anatomy in the London Hospital Medical School. In
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1951 he returned to Cambridge as Professor of Anatomy and died at his home
there on 7 February 1968 after a prolonged and incapacitating illness. In 1933
he married a fellow-student, Dr Amelie Loewenthal, and subsequently had four
sons.
Dixon Boyd, like William Hamilton (q.v.) and others, was one of Walmsley's
remarkably gifted pupils. He was unquestionably one of the great anatomists of
the day, concentrating mainly on neurology and embryology: and his early work
on the carotid body and sympathetic nervous system and his work on the
human placenta were embodied in his authoritative book with Hamilton, Human
Embryology, first published in 1945 and now in its fourth edition.75 His writings
were numerous and at his death he had almost completed another book with
Hamilton on the human placenta: the book was published posthumously.76
His teaching and scientific rectitude were equally impressive: possessed of a
phenomenal memory and a wide scientific and cultural perspective, he was most
impressive with postgraduate students and junior staff whose research problems
he could usually solve and whom he could stimulate scientifically and intellect-
ually, imparting something of his sheer joy in the subject. He was a kind man,
of warm affection and fast friendship: in youth attracted to the communist
ideologies, as were many contemporaries, he was quick to see the intellectual
bondage ofthese philosophies. Though his students' science and culture were his
main interests, he did not confine himself to the laboratory but took a keen
interest in the affairs of the university: his great abilities, however, were clouded
somewhat by the harrowing circumstances of his protracted final illness, chronic
pulmonary disease.
Professional honours came his way. He was variously President ofthe Anatomical
Society of Great Britain and Ireland (1951), editor of the Journal ofAnatomy (as
was Jack Pritchard later), Fellow of the International Institute of Embryology,
honorary member of the Anatomische Gesellschaft, Professor of Anatomy at the
Royal Academy of Arts, Woodward Lecturer at Yale, and Vice-President of the
Zoological Society. In 1961 Queen's conferred on him the DSc (honoris causa)
and in 1963 he became a Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists under bye-law 1OA.77 78 His widow has been most helpful with
confirming much of the above information.
...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 44~ ~..... William James Hamilton, MSc, MD, DSc,
FRCS, FRCOG, FRCSEd. (1903 - 1975).
WilliamJamesHamilton was born atWhitehead
on 21 July 1903, son of Andrew, a ship's
captain,and Emmeline Hamilton. Hecompleted
a prize-studded career at Queen's by taking a
BSc in physiology with first class honours in
1926 and similar honours and first place in the
MB in 1929. He proceeded to MSc in 1931 79
and at once went as a lecturer in anatomy to
Glasgow to work under Thomas Hastie Bryce
where he was awarded the Struthers Prize and
Gold Medal in 1932 andtheDScin 1934, being
elected that year FRCSEd. In 1935 he moved
to St Thomas's Hospital Medical School as
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Deputy Director of Anatomy under A B Appleton, and became Professor
of Anatomy at the University of London in 1936, holding this chair at St
Bartholomew's Hospital. That same year he was awarded the Queen's MD with
high commendation,80 and in 1938 he was Neill prizeman of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh. In 1945 he went back to Glasgow to the Regius Chair but
soon returned to London in 1947, to be Foundation Professor at Charing Cross
Hospital Medical School until he retired in 1970. As Dean of that School from
1956 to 1962, his ability and forcefulness allied to foresight laid the foundations
for its expansion and ultimate move to the Fulham Road. In 1933 he married
Maimie, only daughter ofSamuel Young ofMyrtlefield Park, Belfast. All four sons
became doctors and his daughter a dentist.
Hamilton was an able man of great drive and determination and a prodigious
writer especially of books and of chapters in composite books, the best known
being Human Embryology with Boyd (q.v.) and Surface and Radiological
Anatomy.81 A contemporary and close friend of Dixon Boyd's, he lacked some-
thing of Boyd's critical ability and breadth of culture, but his energy and facility
in the technique of book-writing ensured the success of their collaboration,
especially latterly when Boyd's health failed and their last furtherjoint production,
on the human placenta, was published after Boyd's death.76 Hamilton was an
innovator in teaching methods and a successful planner but, though much
admired and respected, he was not the first Ulsterman to appear to his English
colleagues as forceful, direct, perhaps abrasive, even though all this covered a
basic warmth and shyness.
As with Boyd, anatomical honours came his way. He followed Boyd as president
of the Anatomical Society (1953 - 55), was elected FRCOG in 1959 and FRCS
in 1963 under relevant bye-laws, became DSc (honoris causa, QUB) also in
1963, and won the John Hunter medal and triennial prize of the RCS in 1973.
Also like Boyd, he was onetime Professor of Anatomy at the Royal Academy of
Arts. In retirement he continued to research and write, basing himself at the
Institute of Basic Medical Sciences in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and continued to hold
his post as Professor of Anatomy at the Royal Academy. He died suddenly and
unexpectedly during sleep at his home in Northwood, Middlesex, in the early
hours of 3 May 1975, having worked through the previous day.82-84 We are
indebted to Professor T W Glenister forsupplying some ofthe above information.
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David Henry Smyth, MD, DSc, PhD, FRS.
(1908-1979).
David Smyth was born at 25 Seymour Street
in Lisburn on 9 February 1908, third son of
Joseph Smyth who was headmaster of the
Nicholson Memorial School, and of Mary
Jane Brown, n6e Spence, of Dromore, Co
Down. After schooling at Nicholson, Smyth
went to Inst and entered Queen's in 1926
with the Hyndman, Tennant and Packenham
Scholarships, graduating BSc with first class
honours (Physiology) in 1929, and MB also
with honours and second place in the year in
1932. After a year's house post in the RVH he
returned to the Department of Physiology as a
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demonstrator working on the neurological control of respiration, proceeded to
MSc in 193485 and to MD with Gold Medal in 1935,86 spent a year (1936 - 37)
with Rein in G6ttingen as a Musgrave student and in 1937 was appointed to a
lectureship at University College London under Sir Charles Lovatt Evans, working
mainly on carbohydrate metabolism and brain perfusion. At the start of World
War 11, the second MB women at UCL were evacuated to Sheffield together with
Smyth, who worked there with Hans Krebs; in October 1940, however, they
rejoined the men at Fetcham Park, Leatherhead, to form the wartime pre-clinical
UCL centre. At Leatherhead Smyth was acting Head of Physiology (1944 -45),
which involved some administration; up to then he had worked on problems of
alimentary function for the Ministry of Supply and had found time to present his
work onrespiration fora PhD at London University in 1940. In 1945 the Fetcham
Park evacuees returned to Gower Street and Smyth was appointed to the Chair at
Sheffield from December 1946 where he continued his work on respiration for
which he was awarded the FRS in 1967 - apart from Sinton (q.v.), the only
medical Queen's man to be so honoured (Thomas Andrews, elected FRS in
1849, predated Queen's and was a graduate of Edinburgh).
At Sheffield, Smyth energetically built up his department so that it twice outgrew
its accommodation, and a memorial takes the form of the largest redbrick
building, mostly housing physiology, in any redbrick university in the country! In
1948 he was approached by Sir Samuel Irwin to apply for the Belfast Chair on
Barcroft's retirement but he graciously declined. He retired in 1973 but this
only opened doors of opportunity which he enthusiastically entered: research
continued at the MRC Psychiatry Research Unit at Middlewood Hospital; the
'personal view' column in the BMJ; Leverhulme Emeritus Fellow (1973 -75);
Chairmanship of the Research Defence Society (1977); Foreign Secretary to the
Physiological Society; Chairman ofthe British National Committee for Physiology
(1974) and, with his wife Mary (nee Hoyle) whom he married in 1942, breeding
keeshonds (Dutch barge-dogs), as well as some physiology.87
Smyth was small in stature with a slight speech impediment but large in heart and
intellect. His science was impeccable and of complete integrity, and his wide
culture - he was well versed in German, French, Russian and Italian, and a
competent pianist - led to a philosophical bent. He was much exercised in
particular by animal experimentation, and put forward his views in 1978 in a
book Alternatives to animal experiments.88 He was more gregarious than many
of our 'wild geese': loving company he had a sparkling if acerbic wit, was a
gourmet and a fine after-dinner speaker who was on everyone's guest-list and
could converse with knowledge and humour on a catholic range of subjects. He
did not seek professional or other honours and gave wholeheartedly to Sheffield
University - where he was a Pro-Vice-Chancellor (1962 - 66) - but he kept
links with Ulster and the Queen's department, was awarded the DSc (honoris
causa, QUB) in 1976, and was Campbell Orator in 1968.89 He was a writer of
accurate scientific prose and had been on the editorial board of the Journal of
Physiology (1961 - 68). He died after a serious operation, at his home at
Foolow, Derbyshire, on 10 September 1979, and was buried in Eyam Parish
churchyard.90-92
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James Purdon Martin, MA, MD, DSc, FRCP.
(1893 -1984).
James Purdon Martin was born on 11 June
1893 on a farm at Jordanstown whose lands
now accommodate part of the University of
Ulster. He was intellectually talented and
precocious and entered Queen's from Inst
in 1912 with an exhibition to read modern
languages but graduated BA (first class
honours) in mathematics in 1915, being a
Purser student that year; MA in 1918, MB in
1920 with honours, and MD (by examination)
and MRCP in 1922 (FRCP, 1930). Against
parental wishes he moved to a house post
in Liverpool and in 1922 to London where
his Liverpool experience with encephalitis
lethargica helped him to obtain a resident
post at the National Hospital, Queen Square,
where in 1925 he was appointed Consultant.
Recoanition and honours came ranidlv: thouah
fundamentally a clinician he was always interested in research and in 1927
established the association between hemiballismus and partial lesion of the
corpus luyisi.93 Most of his work, however, was recorded through sound clinical
observation and treatment, embodied as a corpus of experience in his contri-
butions to the 8th and 9th editions of Price's Textbook of Medicine. He was
neurologist to the British Postgraduate Medical School (1935 - 57), and to the
Seaman's Hospital, Greenwich, the Bolingbroke Hospital, Whipp's Cross Hospital
and to Eastern Command during World War II. He was Dean of the Medical
School in Queen Square (1944-48) and the first Dean of the Institute of
Neurology in 1948, the year he first reported the therapeutic effect of penicillin
on neurosyphilis.94 After retirement he reviewed the surviving post-encephalitic
Parkonsonism patients who had been inpatientsatHighlandsHospital, Winchmore
Hill, and in 1967 recorded the findings in an important book,95 which was in fact
better received on the continent than at home. He enjoyed the respectable doyen
status which the Europeans gave him, as he did also an association with Jonathan
Miller over programme notes for The turn of the screw. He kept himself busy:
though he was physically impaired by a broken hip in 1978, he refused to allow
this to stop his visits abroad or participation in his 90th birthday parties. He died
in Queen Square on 7 May 1984. He had married a neurological colleague,
Marjorie Blandy, in 1923 - the first woman registrar at Queen Square - and
they had two sons. She died in 1937. In 1974 he married Janet Ferguson who
had been a mathematics student with him at Queen's: she died in 1978.96, 97
Among his Ulster relatives are-his niece Dr Diana Hadden and his nephew
Professor Craig Martin.
Martin did not receive the civil, or perhaps medical, recognition he so patently
deserved for 60 years of outstanding service at Queen Square and nearly that
in the forefront of British neurology, though he was Lumleian Lecturer in 1947,
Arris and Gale Lecturer, 1963, President of the Neurological Section of the RSM
1945 -46, and an honorary member of national neurological societies in France,
USA and Canada. His perceived personality was partly to blame: rugged
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independence, a certain aloofness, an undoubtedly uncompromising make-up
which could be disconcerting and which, allied with some strongly held personal
prejudices, masked at first his high intelligence, compassion, intellectual
tolerance and unfailing basic courtesy. As with others among our 'wild geese',
Martin's Ulster personality and sense ofvalues were not always understood by our
English neighbours. In 1982, when he was 89, the Senate of Queen's at long last
decided that the University should honour him with the DSc (honoris causa), the
distinction he prized above all others; and few will forget the noble bearing, the
thinning white mane, the patrician visage and the easy dignity of his platform
appearance (though physically he was much hampered) which belied the 66
years which separated this tardy decision ofthe Senate from his own membership
of that self-same body as Graduate President of the Students' Representative
Council, 1916 - 17.
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Robert Ford Whelan, MD, DSc, PhD,
FRCP, FRACP, FACE, FAA.
(1922-1984).
Robert Whelan, 'Bob' as he was univers-
ally and affectionately known, was born
in Belfast on 22 December 1922, son of
Robert Henry and Dorothy Ivy Whelan,
attended Belfast Royal Academy, and
entered Queen's in 1940, graduating in
1946. He was a houseman at the Belfast
City Hospital, and his subsequent work
with the Glen Line (Alfred Holt & Co)
as a ship's surgeon and senior ship's
surgeon, took him to the Far East and
Australia. On his return, he decided at
first on a career in surgery, but he soon
abandoned this in favour of physiology.
He was Junior, then Assistant Lecturer,
and tookthe MD in 1951,98 and the PhD
in 1955,99 and after a year (1951-52)
with Barcroft at the Sherrington School
of Physiology at St Thomas's he was
annninted Lecturer in the Dtenartment of
Physiology at Queen's, where he became a key member of Greenfield's remark-
able team working on vascular physiology, in company with John Shepherd, Ian
Roddie, Gary Love, Darty Glover, and others. In 1958 he became Professor of
Physiology and Pharmacology at the University of Adelaide and at once trans-
formed the Department, building it into one of the most important in Australia.
He personally led research and was awarded the DSc at Queen's in 1961.100 The
Associate Deanship (1960) and Deanship (1964) followed, but it was clear that
higher office would soon call and in 1971 he went to the University of Western
Australia as Vice-Chancellor and, as in Adelaide, transformed what he found.
Very shortly he was being mentioned for vice-chancellorships in the United
Kingdom or university presidencies in North America. In 1976, under heavy
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persuasion, he accepted the Vice-Chancellorship of Liverpool, and took up
office on 1 January 1977.
He soon made his mark locally and nationally. He ran the university efficiently
and with style and foresight, was liked and admired by all grades of staff, and his
Madison Avenue-style office suite with its well-ordered luxury, private lunch/
committee room, and desk devoid of paper would have been a model for any
textbook chief executive and the envy of most. All strings were firmly in his
hands. On 21 November 1984 (an NUS-organised national 'day of action'),
while attending a committee meeting, he was asked to persuade students on a
temporary 'sit -in' to disperse. Characteristically he at once agreed but collapsed
and died while addressing them.
Whelan's great ability was as an organiser, inspirer of efficiency and effectiveness
in everything from a laboratory experiment to the running ofa university, and as a
problem-solver so infectious that even to the cynic and pessimist everything
seemed possible, and under Whelan it usually was. His early academic careerwas
relatively modest - his role in the physiology team was as experiment -organiser
rather than ideas-man, and his early ambitions in surgery were unrealised. His
drive and organisational talent, however, led to a further compendium of his
work.101 His precise, well-ordered, and pragmatic mind allied to application,
charm, ambition and enthusiasm (but with a strong core of steel though falling
short ofruthlessness to back his indomitable will) guaranteed success over almost
30 years. His trade was leadership and administration, and he was a master of its
tools, being one of the best-ordered and skilful of chairmen and a frequent
on-the-spot visitor to trouble-spots in his empire with the healing word and
action. His rise nationally in medical administration and in the Committee ofVice-
Chancellors and Principals was meteoric: Chairman of the Postgraduate Medical
Education Council for England and Wales in 1980, of the Medical Advisory
Committee ofCVCP (1980), and ofthe Clinical Academic StaffSalary Committee
(1981) and much else, all in about five years after his return to the United
Kingdom; and Vice-Chairman of CVCP (1981) and a probable future Chairman
had he lived, while he was a key member of countless working parties,
committees, councils and trustee bodies here and in Australia. Personally
courteous, a generous host and gracious guest, always impeccably dressed and
organised, and gregarious, he was in no way hedonistic and indeed was of
extremely temperate personal habits which aided his remorseless drive and sense
of duty. He married Betty (nee Hepburn), a BCH nurse, in 1951, and there were
three children of an idyllic marriage.
Whelan had many honours and professional accolades here and in Australia,
including election direct in 1980 to FRCP (he was never MRCP), a rare honour.
He was to have been awarded a knighthood (KB) in the New Year's Honours List
in January 1985. He inspired the devotion due to a great man: the memorial
service in Liverpool (Anglican) Cathedral was attended by most of his fellow vice-
chancellors, both bishops, the Lord-Lieutenant, and most of the local civil
dignatories who heard Lord Ashby's address, one of the largest such services for
many years. He had served Northern Ireland interests again as a member of the
Chilver Committee, 1979 - 81.
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Dinah Kohner, MB, BCh, BAO.
(1936-1964)
Dinah Kohner was born in Brux,
Czechoslovakia, on 23 March 1936,
but her family emigrated to Ulster in
1938 underthe imminent Nazi threat.
Her father became established in the
textile business (Belart, still in the
family) and Dinah attended Princess
Gardens School (then evacuated to
Carrowdore), and later Richmond
Lodge where she was head girl and
had already demonstrated an inter-
national perspective in winning an
essay competition on international
understanding. She entered Queen's in 1953 where she was amongst other
things president of the women's student hall and winner of the Gold Medal at the
Ulster Hospital. She graduated in 1959, and after house posts at the RVH and the
Royal Maternity Hospital was awarded an International Rotary Club Fellowship at
Harvard Medical School in 1960-61. She stayed in the United States for a
further year (1961 - 62) as Fellow in Medicine at the Children's Hospital Medical
Center, Boston, taking a special interest in leukaemia and cystic fibrosis: indeed
Sydney Farber was to offer hera post atthetumourtherapy service ofthe hospital
after her SS Hope mission. In Boston her humanitarian interests combined with
her internationalism and interest in childhood diseases, and she made contact
with Project HOPE through the offices of the Rotary Club in Washington. After a
period as senior registrar in the children's wing of Whittington Hospital, London,
she was invited to join SS Hope in Guayaquil, Ecuador.
She now showed her immense potential. Accurately recognising that adequate
nutrition, hygiene, and infant care were the keys to reducing the appalling child
mortality, and that squads of volunteers would be needed to teach and spread
this gospel, she quickly learned Spanish, recruited upwards of 300 volunteer
assistants, travelled widelyin Ecuador addressing relevant groupsand individuals,
and within a few months could contemplate accompanying SS Hope for refitting
in New York before proceeding on a similar mission to Conakry in West Africa.
A few days before departure she flew on her final scheduled visit to remote
mission hospitals in southern Ecuador. On the return flight the plane crashed on
take-off. Her injuries seeemed minor, she rejoined the ship, but by the time it
reached the Caribbean she was seriously ill. Mr A F Masson (University College
Hospital, Jamaica) was taken by helicopter to the ship and removed a subdural
clot, but she died shortly afterwards in Kingston on 12 September 1964.102-103
It is difficult to talk dispassionately about Dinah and her life. Delightful in every
way, bubbling over with enthusiasm and gaiety, of charming appearance and
manner, Dinah was effortlessly utterly committed to her vocation; worshipped by
her young patients, admired and appreciated by their parents, to her seniors she
embodied all the verities and qualities they idealistically looked for and seldom
found not even in themselves. She retained to the end her senseofadventure and
excitement in life and her engaging athleticism which had led her in university to
mountaineering and the international lacrosse team and was to lead her to the
SS Hope and a tragic early death. We are all enriched by her example.
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Philip Kennedy Caves, MB,
FRCS, FRCSEd, DObstRCOG.
(1940-1978).
PhilipCaves, ProfessorofCardiac
Surgery in the University of
Glasgow, was born in 1940 and
died suddenly while playing
squash on 23 July 1978, at the
age of 38. Into this short life
he packed several lifetimes'
achievements and his potential
was almost limitless.
Caves was born in Belfast and
educated at Inst. Entering Queen's in 1958, he graduated in 1964, undertook
general professional training in Belfast and Edinburgh, and took the DObstRCOG
in 1966 and FRCS and FRCSEd in 1968. His specialist training was in the
Vascular and Thoracic Units at the RVH until 1970 when he moved to the
Brompton, and then in 1971 to Shumway's department at Stanford with a
research fellowship of the British Cardiac Society and the American Heart
Association, staying until July 1974 when he moved to Edinburgh as Senior
Lecturer in Cardiac Surgery. In 1975 he was appointed Foundation Professor of
Cardiac Surgery in Glasgow.104
These bare facts hardly indicate Caves's remarkable abilities and achievements
and, indeed, it is still too early for an assessment. It is patently clear, however,
that his seminal work with Shumway and his operative brilliance made him one of
the most promising yet accomplished of the younger heart surgeons - as a
colleague has said: 'He burst like a meteor on the cardiological scene in Scotland
a few short years ago and like a meteor the light has suddenly gone out'. He is to
be praised not only for his skill but for his application. Utterly committed, he was a
zealot, but without the zealot's single -minded fanaticism: courteous, emotional,
intensely concerned, loyal tocolleaguesand inspiring tojuniors, hewas motivated
by a strong sense of professional rectitude and duty fortified by deep Christian
belief. In a sense his short life with its achievement, mission, forthright honesty
and uprightness was a microcosm of much of the best of the 'wild geese': of
Megaw, McCarrison, and the rest, who left these shores but took with them that
which they could not leave behind - their humoral inheritance and the lessons of
life well earned at home, school, and university.
EPILOGUE
Many 'wild geese' are still adding to their achievements or, their contributions
made, are in retirement. Others have retired. It would be invidious to make a
selection from such worthies and so the careers of, for example, John Shepherd,
who contributed to this symposium; Sean Mullan, the eminent neurosurgeon and
neurological scientist; and Ashton Morrison, one of the few Queen's graduates to
be known through an eponym -the Verner-Morrison syndrome105- must await
some future notice. Other 'wild geese' will follow, since Queen's continues to
graduate more doctors than the Province can employ - but it would need the gift
of prophecy to make a selection from them. One eminent emigre who would be
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on everyone's list is notably absent: Sir Ivan Magill, doyen of the world's
anaesthetists, died aged 95 after this paper was prepared. The later article by
John Dundee (q.v.) pays tribute to his achievements.
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